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In large-scale shell-model calculations, the
monopole component of the Hamiltonian is
an important ingredient for the study of the
ground and excited states of nuclei. It sets the
scale for excitation energies and plays a vital
role in determining the evolution of shell-gap
in the series of isotopes and isotones. The
monopole contribution can be magnified as
moving along the nuclear chart by changing
the number of nucleons in the valence space,
this highlight the physics of exotic nuclei compared to that of stable nuclei. It has been observed that the energies of nucleon orbit the
”Single particle state” shifts as nuclei are farther from the region of stability and gaps between orbitals becomes larger or smaller in nuclei depending on the number of neutrons and
protons available in valence space. The large
value of spherical gap obtained from monopole
gives the prerequisite knowledge of certain
magic numbers and small spherical gap may
be a route to the formation of deformed nuclei.
This robust features of the monopole component generate keen interest to examine its behavior in light mass and heavy mass region.
Interestingly, the particular component of the
N-N interaction has prepotent role for the appearance or disappearance of magic numbers.
To find the contribution of internal components of the nucleon-nucleon(N-N) force to the
monopole, we examine the individual force
0
centroids (Vjjρρ0 ) or an angular momentum averaged two body matrix elements(TBME’s).

FIG. 1: Neutron-proton centroids (Vjjνπ0 ) for the
central,spin-orbit and tensor part of the effective interactions CK(8-16),USDB, GXPf1A and
JUN45 are plotted.

For the comprehensive study in light mass
region and heavy mass region, we perform
the calculation for the effective interactions
CK (8-16), USDB, GXPf1A and JUN45
of the valence space p, sd, pf and pfg respectively [1]. The TBME’s of central and
non-central (spin-orbit and tensor) components are obtained from decomposing the
TBME’s of effective interactions by known
spin-tensor decomposition technique[2]. The
neutron-proton (νπ) and neutron-neutron
ρρ0
Vjj 0 =
(νν) or proton-proton (ππ) centroids (VjjT 0=1 )
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aforesaid interactions are shown in fig.1 and
((2J + 1)(2j + 1 − δjj 0 δρρ0 )
fig.2 respectively. The Vjjνπ0 centroids change
where j, j 0 is the neutron and proton or- significantly from VjjT 0=1 centroids, plays a
bitals and ρ, ρ0 is the type of particles. major role in monopole and shell evolution.
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FIG. 2: Neutron-neutron or proton-proton centroids (VjjT 0=1 ) for the central,spin-orbit and tensor
part of the effective interactions CK(8-16),USDB,
GXPf1A and JUN45 are plotted. scale of fig.2 is
different from fig.1.

The central force has dominating monopole
contribution for all employed interactions except some centroids of JUN45. The strength
of central force is decreasing as we go from
p-shell to pfg-shell, this may because of the
increase of model space.
The central strength
0 0
is decreasing for high l spin-orbit partners.
i.e.
spin-orbit partners (p3/2 , p1/2 ) has
more strength than the spin-orbit partners
(d3/2 , d5/2 ) and (f5/2 , f7/2 ) of USDB and
GXPf1A respectively. The central centroids
of spin-orbit partners having same node
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) in p-shell, sd-shell, pf-shell
(Vp1p1
and Vp3p3
and pfg-shell respectively have approximately
νπ
same strength except (Vfνπ
5f 5 and Vg9g9 ) in
pfg -shell, this discrepancy may because of
missing spin-orbit partner in this region. In
addition, the central strength is same for
the centroids of spin-orbit partners between
νπ
νπ
νπ
different node (Vd5s1
, Vd3s1
), (Vfνπ
5p3 ,Vf 5p1
νπ
νπ
νπ
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Vf 7p3 , Vf 7p1 ) and (Vg9p3 , Vg9p1 ) in sd-shell,
pf-shell and pfg-shell respectively. The cenνπ
νπ
troids of different node (Vs1d3
and Vs1d5
) and
νπ
νπ
νπ
νπ
(Vf 5p3 , Vf 5p1 , Vf 7p1 and Vf 7p3 ) of sd-shell and
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pf-shell respectively have less strength than
the centroids of having same node, in line
with the observation made in Ref.[3].
Although the non-central force has very small
contribution in monopole but its contribution
is significant in determining the shell gap of
spin-orbit partners. The strength of spinorbit force decreases from p-shell to pf-shell,
but again increases in pfg-shell and has very
νπ
large value of centroid Vg9f
5 . The spin-orbit
νπ
νπ
force of high spin (Vp3p3 , Vd5d5
) are more
νπ
attractive than of low spin partners (Vp1p1
,
νπ
Vd3d3 ). Apart from spin-orbit force, the tensor
0
force is repulsive for the same kind(j> , j> ) or
0
(j< , j< ), whereas attractive for the different
0
0
kind(j> , j< ) or (j< , j> ) [4]. The tensor force
νπ
νπ
centroids of same kind Vp1p1
,Vp3p3
,Vfνπ
5f 5 ,
νπ
νπ
νπ
Vf 7f 7 of pf-shell and Vd3d3 ,Vd5d5 of sd-shell
is repulsive and have lower strength for
νπ
νπ
high spin Vp3p3
,Vfνπ
7f 7 , Vd5d5 than low spin
νπ
νπ
νπ
Vp1p1 ,Vf 5f 5 , Vd3d3 centroids of spin-orbit
partners. The centroids of different kind
νπ
νπ
Vp1p3
,Vfνπ
5f 7 of pf-shell and Vd3d5 of sd-shell
is attractive and have reversed nature from
spin-orbit partners of same kind. it is indeed
the tensor force which may be responsible for
the shell gap of spin-orbit partners as it is
highly dependent on the spin direction.
The most significant changes in monopoles
comes from central force, but besides the central force, the contribution from non-central
force in the evolution of shell gap, spinorbit splitting, disappearance or appearance
of known magic numbers and change of the
ordering of orbits is important. The detailed
discussion of relevant result will be presented
during symposium.
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